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Planted in the love of the Father
By Daphne Kitching

Planted in the love of the Father
You can grow, dear one,
You can grow.
Watered by the spring of the Spirit
His fruit you’ll show,
His fruit you’ll show.
And when the sun scorches,
And the thorns threaten,
And the storms around life’s garden blow Your roots will hold,
And hold secure,
Because you’re planted
in the love of the Father.
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From our Interim Minister
Dear friends,
‘Sing to the Lord a new song’
(Psalm 98 vs 1)

yet; but we can sing
in our hearts and in
our homes!
As we enter into the
new future as
lockdown eases and
embrace whatever the
‘new normal’ proves
to be, let us – in our hearts at least, song
a new song to the Lord!

In mid-August, the Moderator of the
General Assembly, Rt Revd Dr
Martin Fair, called the church to a
Week of Prayer for Church and
Country. Many different people
from across the church, the nation
and from different denominations
took part in the daily video ‘thought
Here is the prayer I prepared and which
for the day’ posted on the Church of
was used on the evening of Saturday
Scotland website and Facebook page
22nd August:
each morning and in the ‘virtual’
prayer meeting each evening.
Lord, in this time when we are unable
to sing your praise together,
I was privileged to be one of those
how we miss our songs,
asked by Martin to contribute a
and long to make a joyful noise to you!
prayer to this on the theme of ‘Sing a
new song to the Lord’, and I have
We want to sing to you again,
included that prayer below. It
occurred to me that the theme was to tune up the instruments and offer
rather poignant at this time given praise along with their sound,
that, even as congregations begin our to join with all creation in extolling your
gradual return to worshipping in our Name,
buildings, we still cannot sing hymns to roar with the sea,
clap with the floods
or songs or psalms!
and sing for joy with the hills.
As I have indicated elsewhere in the
magazine, the Kirk Session have
agreed to plan for our first service
back in the church later in
September. There will be a lot of
restrictions placed upon us,
designated seating, face coverings,
one way systems, ‘booking in’ in
advance and so on, not to mention –
of course – no singing!

But, Lord, if we are really honest,
we would quite like to get back to singing the old songs again,
the familiar ones,
the ones we have missed so much.
We’re not just so sure about singing a
new song to you!

Lord, while we are longing to ‘get back’,
could you be calling us to move
forward?
But we can sing to the Lord...
perhaps not out loud in church just While we are straining to return to what
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was, are you leading us to what is going
to be?
While we are missing all that was
familiar,
might you be pointing us towards
unknown paths?
While we are remembering the much
loved old songs,
may it be that you are going to teach us
a new song?
Lord, after this strange time,
when we have lost the clarity of the
familiar air,
stumbled to the irregular rhythm
found the harmonies discordant
and the melody tuneless,
may we see and accept that you are
calling us
to a new thing,
a new future,
a new vision,
to sing a new song to you;
through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.
Your friend,
David Denniston
Interim Minister
DDenniston@churchofscotland.org.uk
07903 926727

Returning to our Church
Building
It is the decision of the Kirk
Session, subject to the approval and
agreement of the Presbytery, to
return to worship in our building
on Sunday 20th September with all
the necessary procedures in place to
comply with Scottish Government
requirements and Church of
Scotland Guidance and to ensure
our safety.
At the time of writing for this
magazine it is not yet possible to
give detailed indications of
arrangements as the Risk
Assessment still needs to be
completed, approved by the Kirk
Session and agreed by the
Presbytery. However, specific
details will be provided on the
congregational webpage and by
email as we get nearer that date and
the approvals required have been
granted.
Given that the numbers able to
attend will be limited, physical
distancing will be required and all
who attend will need to give contact
details etc for ‘Trace and Protect’
purposes, it will be necessary for us
to operate a ‘booking system. We
appreciate that – for a number of
reasons – not all our members will
feel able to return at this stage, and
so we aim to ‘live-cast’ the service
online and (later in the day) make it
available also by phone.
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Those attending services in the
church building will be required to
observe a ‘one-way’ system, be
directed to a seat, physically
distance, wear a face covering,
refrain from singing and not
physically greet other worshippers.
While much of that sounds
unappealing, be assured that we will
seek to make the worship experience
as meaningful as possible, and that
those who attended the experimental service on 16th August report
that it was more meaningful than
they may have feared or expected.
It may be that we will not initially
have these services in the building
on a weekly basis but may decide to
(for example) start by holding them
monthly before proceeding to
weekly. If this is the case, be assured

that the Sunday Services on
dates when we are not
worshipping in the building will
continue online at 11am on the
Queens Park Govanhill webpage
https://qpgpc.com/services/ or on
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube
pages. These services remain
available thereafter so that you
can join later if for any reason you
cannot be ‘with us’ at 11am. And
the service can also be listened to
on 0141 473 6899 (this is a local
rate number).
‘Thought for the Day’ will
continue to be published on a daily
basis on our webpage and is also
available by email and on the
phone number 0141 473 6899.
David Denniston
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DAWN BREAKING
There are few people awake at
4.30 of a morning.
But from one who is a consistent
early riser, you are missing the
wonder of the dawn.
Rising in the East, on a clear
morning the sun treats you to a
most wonderful canvas of
colourful beauty. Never still, the
pinks, mauves, lilacs and oranges
all combine to produce the most
magnificent display of God’s
handiwork.

not hesitate to
go to your
window and
marvel at the
brilliance
before you.
This is just
another example of what God
provides. Forget your own
problems and take great delight in
what God supplies.
We are indeed most fortunate.
ANM

(There is usually another imperative
While not advocating that you
for some of us to get up at 4.30 am!
change your sleep patterns, should But after seeing to that, a look at the
you awaken earlier than usual do breaking dawn is indeed enjoyable.)
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New Session/ New World
September brings the beginning of a
new Session, when I would normally
be considering who should be liaison
elder to which organisation, and is
everything in order for the first Kirk
Session Meeting of 2020/21. Are the
Organisations ready to start the new
Sessions Programmes? Have we made
arrangements for Communion on the
first Sunday of September, are
preparations under way to celebrate
Harvest, Remembrance, and looking to
Advent?

that we can
reach as
many as
possible, not
only present
in the
building, but
also viewing
at home.

Then there are those who do not have
access to the technology needed to
“see” a service and who are unable to
attend in person. Some can listen in
on the telephone. As we seek to keep
This planning does still go on, but in
in touch with all members of the
this new world of restrictions due to
the pandemic they are very different to congregation, reach out into the
community and provide support and
anything that has been done before.
care to those who need it, despite the
We are unable to gather together
restrictions placed on us by the need
freely. We have had to develop new
to keep safe and prevent the spread of
skills using modern technology and
the virus, the prayers of all are
“social media”.
essential.
We have had to learn how to record
and put together services with
individuals recording their parts and
sending them to Euan. He then puts
them together, linking different parts
so that they appear to be a seamless
sequence; blending choir parts,
boosting some voices , lowering
others, taking out wrong notes, and
making it all sound “live”.
Now as we begin to “live stream”
services from the Sanctuary, we have
to learn a whole new set of skills, and
how to use more new equipment so

The pandemic will pass, but what a
changed world will look like we do
not know, and how we gather together
may never be as it was.
The command to “Go make disciples
of all nations” remains the same. We
just need to find different ways to do
it.
Jo Gibb
Session Clerk
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"FERRYLOUPERS"..............
Minus one !
After nine years in Caithness, my
father was inducted to the parish of
Sandwick in Orkney in January
1944. The parish became known
throughout the world later as the
location of the amazingly preserved
Neolithic ( New Stone Age ) village
of Skara Brae.
Both my parents were Gaelicspeaking Hebrideans one from
Harris the other from Skye. It came
as a great surprise to the wider
family to learn of the move to
Orkney. To them the Northern Isles
must have seemed like the World's
End Neither parent had set foot on
Orkney previously and they knew
very little about life there. I have
never been able to work out the
attraction, especially in Wartime
when the native population came
very close to being outnumbered by
service personnel. Of course, as Dad
himself would say in later years, the
Lord must have had work for him to
do in Orkney because the "inner
voice" was quite insistent that it was
the place to be.
So it was that just after Christmas
1943 Mother and three children
boarded a plane (Dakota) at Wick
aerodrome for the short flight to
Kirkwall. Dad was in Orkney ahead
of us for some reason and we were

met by one of the Elders. For me
this was all a tremendous thrill -my very first flight. I had looked
forward so much to being able to
view the islands from the air but to

my great disappointment all the
windows were "frosted" in
accordance with wartime
regulations. ( There was a tiny strip
along the edge of the "frosting"
which permitted me to get a fleeting
glance of what lay below, that was
all. )
At this distance in time I am still
surprised that civilian air travel
existed in 1943.
The reason for us using air travel
was simple. My mother was
probably the worst "sailor" in the
world ( I think that one of our own
elders here in QP Govanhill would
have run her a close second!). She
could just about avoid sickness on
the Kyleakin Ferry ( 10 minutes).
For the rest of our time in Orkney
visits to the Scottish mainland were
overshadowed by thoughts of the St
Ola and the rough seas of the
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Pentland Firth.
Despite the cold she often chose to
stay in a chair on deck where she
felt the fresh air lessened the
likelihood of sickness. There, on
one occasion, to her horror she
witnessed a suicide when a
well-dressed man suddenly ran
across the deck and vaulted over
the rail into the sea. The St Ola
hove to and searched for about a
half hour without success and she
later spent a lengthy period in the
Stromness Police Station
giving a witness account of the
incident. It was very upsetting and
it took her a long time to recover
from the experience.
In April 1945 just before the
German surrender, the family

acquired a sixth member in the
person of my young brother
Jonathan. He, alone among us,
could claim not to be a "Ferry
Louper" as Orcadians call
immigrants from Scotland and
England.!!
At the aerodrome we were met, not
by my dad but by an Elder called
Mr Sabiston. He had been deputed
to meet us with his car. On the way
to our new home in Quoyloo he told
us that his name should really be"
Sebastian" and that he was
descended from a survivor of the
Spanish Armada. A lot of nonsense
of course, but I thought to myself, "
I'm going to like this place!!" And
so it proved, and I'll maybe write
about it sometime soon. MDM
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IT HAPPENED IN
SEPTEMBER

Agatha Christie (1890-1976)
was born in Torquay, England

1066 - The Norman conquest of 1928—Penicillin discovered by
England began as Duke William Sir Alexander Fleming.
of Normandy landed at
1939 - At 5.30 a.m., German
Pevensey, Sussex
armies invaded Poland
1620—The Mayflower departed starting World War II in
from England, bound for
Europe.
America with 102 passengers
and a small crew
1955 - Actor James
Dean was killed in a
1666 - The Great Fire of London car crash in
began in a bakery in Pudding
California at age 24.
Lane near the Tower.
1971—The penny and the
1741 - Composer George
thruppenny bit cease to become
Frederick Handel finished his
legal tender when Britain went
Messiah after working on it
decimal.
nonstop for 23 days.
1978 - Pope John Paul I died
1752 - Britain ended its use of after only 33 days in office. He
the Julian calendar, switching
was succeeded by John Paul II.
instead to the Gregorian
calendar, resulting in a major
1991 - Leningrad was renamed
adjustment as Wednesday,
Saint Petersburg by Russian
September 2, was followed by legislators following the
Thursday, September 14.
collapse of the Soviet Union.
1822 - Brazil declared its
independence from Portugal
after 322 years as a colony.
1890—British mystery author

1997 - Mother Teresa died in
Calcutta at age 87, after a life of
good works spent aiding the
sick & poor in India through her
Missionaries of Charity order.
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“Daily Bread” NOTES: SEPTEMBER
On the road with Jesus
Tue 1
Mark 6: 45-56
Wed 2
Mark 7:1-13

Heroes and Villains
Wed 16
Mark 10:1-16
Thur 17
Mark 10:17-31

Thur 3
Fri 4

Mark 7:14-23
Mark 7:24-30

Fri 18
Sat 19

Mark 10:32-45
Mark 10:46-52

Sat 5
Sun 6

Mark 7:31-37
Psalm 116.117

Sun 20
Mon 21

Psalm 119:25-48
Judges 2:6-23

Mon 7
Tue 8

Mark 8:1-13
Mark 8:14-21

Tue 22
Wed 23

Judges 4
Judges 6:1-24

Wed 9
Thur 10

Mark 8:22-26
Mark 8:27-9:1

Thur 24
Fri 25

Judges 6:25-40
Judges 7:1-14

Fri 11
Sat 12

Mark 9:2-13
Mark 9:14-29

Sat 26
Sun 27

Judges 7:15-24
Psalm 119:49-72

Sun 13
Mon 14
Tue 15

Psalm 119: 1-24
Mark 9:30-41
Mark 9:42-50

Mon 28
Tue 29
Wed 30

Judges 8:22-35
Judges 13:1-25
Judges 14:1-20

WAY IN….to Judges 2-16
Judges is the violently explicit account of the repeated failure of God’s
people to be faithful to him as he sought to establish them in the Promised
Land. It is the record of God’s relentless faithfulness to his people during
this time. There is a recurring pattern: Israel’s idolatrous disobedience
leads to foreign oppression, causing the people to cry out to God to be
rescued, resulting in God raising up Judges (or leaders) to deliver his
people. It is however a downward spiral.
The judges are both the heroes and villains of this story. – some more
flawed than faithful. So there is ambiguity surrounding the morality of
some of these leaders, raising hard questions about the interplay between
God’s sovereignty and human responsibility. Judges does not concern itself
with providing answers to these questions. It is enough for the narrator to
assert the fact of God’s sovereignty – even in the midst of his people’s
anarchy. Ultimately it was not that Israel had no king at the time of the
judges: it was that Israel repeatedly refused to recognise God as king.
Sound familiar?
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“Paddy’s Milestone”
from Culzean Beach
© S. Mulloy

Forthcoming Services
Over the coming weeks we will be looking at the story of the Children of
Israel and their journey in the wilderness from Egypt to the Promised
Land in the Book of Exodus.

Journeying with Exodus
6 September

Passover

Exodus 12: 1-14

13 September

The Red Sea

Exodus 14: 19-31

20 September

Bread of Heaven

Exodus 16: 2-15

27 September

Water from the Rock Exodus 17: 1-7

4 October HARVEST Rest, Redistribute & Rejoice

Exodus 23: 10-16
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HOW OTHER CHRISTIANS HAVE TO LIVE
SYRIA
40-year-old Syrian Kurdish man
was arrested and accused of
apostasy by Failaq Al-Sham, an
Islamist group loyal to Turkey, on
30 July.
Local sources report that fighters
from Failaq Al-Sham arrested
Radwan Muhammad at his home in
the village of Jaqmaq Kibir near
Rajo, a small town in northwest Syria
close to Afrin. Mr Muhammad, who
works as an English teacher and
headmaster, refused the group’s
orders to hand his school building
over to them so they could turn it into
an Islamic school. According to local
sources, Mr Muhammad told the
group: “I will hand you the building
in one case only: if Jesus Christ
comes down to earth again.”
Mr Muhammed’s wife died recently,
but the group prevented the family
from washing and shrouding her
body according to the customs of that
region. She had converted from Islam
to Christianity a while ago.

On the same day, singer Yahaya
Sharif-Aminu, 22, was sentenced to
death by hanging by a judge after
being found guilty of committing
blasphemy in a song he shared on
WhatsApp in March, which his
accusers claimed elevated Sheikh
Ibrahim Nyass, a renowned scholar
from the Tijjaniyya Sufi order,
above the Prophet Mohammed.

INDIA
The harsh reality since the
pandemic is the severe suffering
that the masses of poor and
migrant workers are having to
endure. Another reality is, despite
the lockdown, religious minorities
continue to be harassed,
discriminated against & attacked.
There is no lockdown on
persecution…’
This was the message from
Nehemiah Christie, a Christian
human rights defender in India,
when asked how the COVID-19
pandemic was affecting the
country’s religious minorities.
Grave and repeated violations of
NIGERIA
freedom of religion or belief
continue to rise steadily every year.
A Shari’a court in the Hausawa
Filin Hockey area of Kano City in ‘We want to protect our brothers –
northern Nigeria, has sentenced a not just the Christians, but those of
other faiths too’.They chose my
minor to 10 years in prison with
name Nehemiah, but I never knew
menial labour for blasphemy.
Umar Farouk, 13, was found guilty
that I would be a real Nehemiah
on 10 August of using foul language building the walls of Jerusalem to
against God during an argument with protect the churches and the victims
a friend.
in India’
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ONLINE CHURCH IN INDIA
Joining ‘online church’ has become
commonplace for many of us in
recent months. India is no exception
to the move to ‘virtual’ church, with
larger churches also live streaming
services.
However, our church leaders are not
interrupted by the police in the
middle of their sermons or while
praying.
‘In one instance, a pastor of a church
of about 15,000 members was
interrupted by the police and taken
away while live streaming his
Sunday message. There have been
several other incidents of Christian
homes being broken into by mobs,
where families were beaten and taken
to the police station because they
were praying…’
Christians arrested and charged
for providing aid to those in need
Many of us wouldn’t think twice
about helping a neighbour in need,
especially at this time, but for some
churches and church leaders in India
an act of kindness has resulted in
false allegations and arrest. Sadly,
there have been incidents of
Christians delivering aid to those in
need and being falsely accused of
conversion. Most recently a church
leader and church members were
falsely accused by local police of
violating the lockdown, when in
reality they were making up relief
packages for the poor.

Pakistan
There are reports of incidents of food
aid being denied to Hindus and
Christians. One NGO based in Karachi
allegedly told Hindus and Christians
that the food aid being provided was for
Muslims only. Moreover, sanitary
workers on the frontline are mainly
from the Christian community and have
to work without proper masks or suits.
Turkey and Egypt
In Turkey, and to a certain extent in
Egypt, government officials and media
personalities have commented that their
citizens have ‘stronger genes’, ‘better
personal hygiene’ and ‘healthier diets’
that protect them from the coronavirus
(compared with Europeans and nonMuslims in general). These comments
have led to a rise in negative societal
attitudes towards non-Muslims.
CUBA
Pastor Alain Toledano Valiente is a
church leader who has experienced
over 15 years of intimidation and abuse
from the Cuban authorities. His church
and home have been destroyed twice,
he has been charged with the crime of
‘disobedience’ for holding church
events, and been banned indefinitely
from leaving the country. ‘They want
me to stop being a pastor,’ he says. But
he has no intention of stopping.
The government has been abusing
freedom of religion for years. Yet the
people of Cuba are standing strong, and
their courage is truly inspiring.
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Joint Project
Over the summer, we in Queens Park Govanhill were
involved in a joint project with The Well, to support
vulnerable families. In addition to providing food
vouchers to families who would otherwise have attended
our holiday “hunger club”, but could not due to covid-19
restrictions, we joined with The Well to provide “Activity
packs” to families.
The Well sourced the bags and a variety of material,
including reading books, paper, ribbons, straws, pipe cleaners, sticky pads, and
other craft materials.
One morning volunteers from The Well and a number of members of the
congregation gathered in The Welcome hall, at a safe distance from one
another, masked and with well washed hands and put together different bags
suitable for a range of ages from preschool to primary 7 children.
Despite the constraints of physical distancing, there was a cheerful atmosphere
and by the end of the morning a large number of bags ready for distributing to
families under pressure.
Towards the end of July the packs were successfully delivered to families in
Govanhill and were well received.
Hopefully there will be many more joint projects where we can provide
practical Christian outreach and support to our local community.
JG

NOT MISS CRANSTON’S TEAROOM BUT……..
…….it has been suggested that we might be able to have
some Afternoon Teas – but with a difference. These would
be held at 36 Dinmont Road and would comply with
current regulations. Hand gel would be available, social
distancing would be observed and guests would be from
two households. In a given week these events would be on
two afternoons from 2p.m. – 4p.m.
Obviously there would be a booking system and this can be made at
440 7406. As well as a social occasion, there would be a wee box at the
door for donations to QPG Church funds. Morag Reid.
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THE FOODBANK
It has been a while since I have written
an article for the magazine. As things
have changed in our lives, things have
changed in the Foodbank also! Mark
Edwards has become my deputy. A few
of us were unable to be at the Foodbank
and we gained a few more volunteers
from outwith the congregation.

Can I point out that we have an
abundance of UHT Milk & Pasta?

With numbers using the Foodbank
increasing over the years, storage space
has been a continued problem. I am
pleased to announce that at the Kirk
Session meeting we were granted
permission to relocate to the Lilac
Room. The TTM Team very kindly
have given us their cupboard next to the
Before lockdown we were helping 20-30 Lilac Room. Our new base is more
spacious and lots more room for storage.
people in need in the community. To
date the numbers are in the region of 50- Once we are operating from there we
will return to weekly opening.
60, quite an increase and in the current
climate. I can’t see this changing!
I have to thank all those who facilitated
all this happening! David, Euan, Jo,
We are indebted to those in the
Mark & Gill West for their input in the
congregation who have continued to
zoom meetings, the Kirk Session and of
support us, either monetarily or with
course our team of volunteers who have
groceries. For a time Morrisons &
carried on without me.
FareShare kept us going with large
donations. These schemes which allowed
us to receive donations from FareShare My personal thanks to Lynn Flower,
David Dennison & Euan Gibb for
and Morrisons have now stopped so we
volunteering over the Summer during
look to you, the congregation, for your
continued support in our outreach to the Mark's absence. If anyone would like to
join the team please do contact me. It
community.
would only be 3 hours, once a month for
a very worthy and rewarding cause.
Perhaps you are wondering what goes
into a 3-day foodbag? We put in the bag
Thank you and God Bless.
tinned SOUP, BEANS, SPAGHETTI,
VEGETABLES and 3 ITEMS FOR A
Wendy – Team Leader
MEAL (HOTDOGS, MEAT,
MEATBALLS ETC) PASTA OR RICE qpgfoodbank170@aol.com
– TEABAGS, CEREAL and UHT
MILK. So, for anyone wishing to make
a donation, these are the items we would
need. Anything else outwith these items
we put in as an extra.
At the moment we only need TINNED
SPAGHETTI & CEREAL.
TOILETRIES are also well received.
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George Friel asks how do you make
anti-freeze.
The answer is of course, George, hide
her pyjamas.
Forty years ago, young bride Lynn
Gibb greeted husband Jo one evening
with a particularly happy smile.
“Your dinner is going to be different
tonight, darling,” she said. “A
neighbour just told me that you have
to add water to those pot noodles.”
Council houses built between the two
world wars were thrown up so fast
they were poorly constructed.
A woman went to her next door
neighbour: “Have you got the sweep
in?”
“What if I have?” replied the
neighbour cautiously.
“Can you tell him to be a bit more
careful. He’s knocked my Fred off the
lavatory twice with his brush.”
When they were courting, Patricia
Macqueen invited her beloved to
dinner on a particular day and he, in
his usual grumpy way, accepted with
the dour reservation: “If I‘m spared.”
“Weel, weel,” she replied briskly in
her Ayrshire accent, “If ye’re deid I’ll
no’ expect ye.”

The boy thought for a moment
and answered, "If you're having a
wedding, make sure Jesus is there."
Attending a wedding for the first
time, a little girl whispered to her
mother, "Why is the bride dressed
in white?"
"Because white is the colour of
happiness, and today is the happiest
day of her life."
The child thought about this for a
moment, then said, "So why is the
groom wearing black?"
Signs found in modern kitchens….
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

A little boy sat through a Sunday 8.
School class and learned about the
time Jesus went to a wedding and 9.
changed the water into wine. "And
what did you learn from that story?"
asked his father afterward.

A messy kitchen is a happy
kitchen, and this kitchen is
delirious.
No husband has ever been
shot while doing the dishes.
A husband is someone who
takes
out the rubbish
and gives the impression he
just cleaned the whole house.
If we are what we eat, then
I'm easy, fast, and cheap.
A balanced diet is a chocolate
biscuit in each hand.
Thou shalt not weigh more
than thy refrigerator.
A clean house is a sign of a
misspent life.
Help keep the kitchen clean -eat out.
A large number of people
have eaten in this kitchen and
gone on to lead normal lives.
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Sunny Maidens by the Sea
from Barwhin Point on
the Culzean Castle Estate
© S. Mulloy

SUMMER MISSION
In August 1985 the Mission Team from Queen’s Park left Glasgow for
Creetown in Dumfries and Galloway for our first Summer Mission.
Now in 2020, thanks to the virus, we have had our first break from that
annual mission, 25 years at Creetown and 10 years at Maidens. Some of
the Team are 35 years older. The younger members weren’t even born
when we started!
35 years of giving up a week at work or school holiday is a fair commitment
for all that time and this imposed rest is probably good for all the Team
which has changed in personnel over the years but still retains a hard core
of dedicated missionaries willing to go and spread the Word obeying His
call.
Although other projects have helped to fill this year’s gap, 2021 might see
us start again to go for another 35 years—and more!
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THE INEVITABILITY OF Generally this word is used
INEXORABLE
to describe the relentless
passage of time, yet I felt that
During this period of isolation it could just as easily relate to
many of us have turned to our the love and care which God
TV sets as a comfort zone.
bestows on us all. We are
missing our Sunday gathering
Some of us watch the
programme “Countdown”. I during which, I am certain,
we gleaned a great deal of
cannot compete very
comfort and reassurance.
successfully with some of the
With friends and families
contestants but the
round about us, we were
contributions from
"Dictionary Corner” are both greatly comforted to be
reminded of God’s love for us.
interesting and informative.
Words have ever been a
fascination for me, and I enjoy
the challenge to unravel the
letters. I came upon a tenletter word the other day, and I
should like to share it with
you.
The word is INEXORABLE.

We read the words from the
Bible, we sang the hymns and
choruses, we joined in prayer
altogether.
Perhaps I simplify this issue,
and it is more complicated
than l believe, but of one
thing I am sure — God's love
reaches us INEXORABLY.
ANM
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LODGING HOUSE MISSION UPDATE
As our churches begin to consider the steps to take towards opening up
and programmes are being drawn up for the year ahead here is what is
going on at LHM.
We are preparing and planning, as best we can, for the next steps. The
Continuation of temporary housing support for the homeless via
Government funding is uncertain but we shall continue to respond
dynamically to the unfolding situation by delivering pastoral, advocacy
and sustenance support wherever we can.
Many of you will be aware, through our daily updates on our Facebook
page that we continue to provide food and toiletries parcels to the frontline street outreach teams from our partner agencies. If you have not
visited our page we would encourage you to ‘like’ and ‘share’ & help us
to raise awareness of all the work going on to make a difference in the
lives of individuals with an experience of homelessness across the city.
This coming Harvest-time, due to current restrictions placed upon us by
the Covid-19 Pandemic our Harvest Appeal 2020 looks a little different.
OF COURSE THIS IS NOT TO SAY THAT THE NEED TO FEED
THE HUNGRY HAS DIMINISHED. SADLY NOT!
Congregation members are respectfully invited to make a financial
donation to LHM, equivalent to the value of what they may otherwise
have brought as harvest gifts to Church in normal times. All proceeds
will be used to buy food to enable us to continue feeding the hungry
throughout the autumn and winter in compliance with changing Covid
related restrictions. Payments may be made online through our website
or can be sent to our office at 35 East Campbell Street, Glasgow G1 5DT
We ask for your continued prayers for,

the Lodging House Mission Family; our staff team, our dedicated
volunteers and our agency partners during this transition time.

our vulnerable client group, who face uncertain futures.

wisdom and compassion from those in positions of authority as
they consider amending the temporary housing support for the
homeless

our wider church family and decision makers, as they consider
what form Harvest worship and collections may take this year.
Let us look to the assurance of God’s blessings amidst all the
uncertainty.

Deacon Claire Herbert
Chaplain LHM
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PARENTAL EXCUSES

absent yesterday. He had diarrhea and his boots leak.

These are actual excuse notes from
parents excusing their children from ~ Irving was absent yesterday
because he missed his bust.
missing school (includes original
spelling):
~ Please excuse Jimmy for being. It
~ My son is under a doctor's care and was his father's fault.
should not take P.E. today. Please
execute him.

~ I kept Billie home because she
had to go Christmas shopping
~ Please excuse Lisa for being absent. because I don't know what size she
wear.
She was sick and I had her shot.
~ Please excuse Jennifer for missing
~ Dear School: Please ekscuse John
being absent on Jan. 28, 29, 30, 31, school yesterday. We forgot to get
the Sunday paper off the porch,
32, and also 33.
and when we found it Monday, we
~ Please excuse Roland from P.E. for thought it was Sunday.
a few days. Yesterday he fell out of a
~ Sally won't be in school a week
tree and misplaced his hip.
from Friday. We have to attend her
~ John has been absent because he funeral.
had two teeth taken out of his face.

~ Please excuse Jason for being
absent yesterday. He had a cold and
~ Carlos was absent yesterday
because he was playing football. He could not breed well.
was hurt in the growing part.
~ Megan could not come to school
today because she has been bothered
by very close veins.
~ Chris will not be in school cus he
has an acre in his side.
~ Please excuse Ray Friday from
school. He has very loose vowels.
~ Please excuse Tommy for being

AUTUMN’S HERE
IT’S CONKERS TIME
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SEPTEMBER 2020
More than statistics
Ron Ferguson explores the question of whether Britain is a Christian
country.

Flexibility and creativity
The Rt Rev Dr Martin Fair says the Church will have to hold on to the
spirit of the last few months as it faces the challenge of reform.

Cash after Coronavirus
With many facing financial stress during or following the epidemic, Jackie
Macadam finds out how the Church can help.

A chance to survive
The Rev Martin Johnstone asks
what sacrifices we are prepared
to make in the fight against
climate change.

Rewilding the Church
Steve Aisthorpe reflects on a timely and challenging metaphor.

Augustinian reflections
In the continuing series celebrating 50 years of the Church of Scotland
SRT, the Very Rev Dr Angus Morrison considers the thoughts and
writing of Augustine on faith and science.
All this, and reviews, crosswords, youth column, bible study, church
registers and much more. News from the church – national and world
wide.
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INTIMATIONS
1.

Cases of illness or urgent pastoral need should be
intimated without delay to the Minister.

2.

Any person who would like to become a communicant
member of the church should speak to the Minister.

3.

The final date for submitting articles for the October
Magazine is Sunday 27th September.

TREASURER’S REPORT TO 31st AUGUST 2020
Open Plate
Freewill Offerings
Gift Aid Freewill Offerings
Total
Average per Sunday (35 weeks)

£
500
£ 5,650
£ 33,981
£ 40,131
£ 1,147

The only members’ income since lockdown has been from standing
orders and cheques received. Many thanks to all who have contributed.
OTHER INCOME
Funeral donation
The Well

£250
£ 50

M. Borland, Treasurer
GENERAL FABRIC
Balance at 1/1/20
£
+ Income
£
£
Expenditure
£
Balance at 31/8/20
£

FUND
6,830
2,370
9,200
5,868
3,332
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